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“The great breakthroughs in science always involve a leap into the 
unknown, and a challenge to the ruling priesthood. 

Challenges always come from the outside the cloisters. 

Therefore the dramatic discoveries in science and technology will 
be made, not by obedient super-annuated servants in well funded 
bureaux, but by dreamers, rebels, sceptics and mavericks. 

Such people seldom score well on the short lists for government 
funding. 

Therefore, the greater the proportion of community savings that 
are conscripted to “National Science Priorities” the fewer will be 
the major discoveries.” 

 
Richard Sebrof. 

 

1.   The Need for a Proper Prospectus.  

The Exposure Draft on “Australian Climate Change Science” is planned as a justification 
for a massive new investment of public funds in a lot of very speculative ventures. It is 
produced entirely by the people who are seeking the funds. The authors are anonymous 
but obviously have a big vested interest in the result. The guiding principles are taken, not 
from science, but from political manifestos.  
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There is no attempt to present a cost-benefit analysis and no analysis of the risk that much 
of this investment will provide zero value to taxpayers. There is no independent auditing 
and no reports from independent experts. The whole venture is totally un-costed, with no 
limit or estimate on the total funds that the promoters are allowed to accept.   
 
This document is effectively a prospectus. It should follow the rules governing any other 
prospectus seeking large amounts of public funds for speculative ventures. And because 
the subscribers will have no direct say in whether or not they subscribe, it should be 
subject to more than usual scrutiny and independent audit and analysis.   

This document should also tabulate all current spending by governments on all aspects of 
climate change “research” – data collection, weather forecasting, climate research, 
modelling, public relations, advertising, conferences, research grants and subsidies, 
international junkets, administration, regulation and statistics by all levels of government. 
We need to know how much is currently being “invested” before we can assess whether 
we can afford or justify a new “significant injection of funding” (p13), (This is the only 
quantitative reference in the whole document as to how much community savings is being 
sought.) 

 

2.   A Foundation of False Assumptions. 

The assumptions supporting this prospectus should be assessed by independent experts. 
The following assumptions are stated, with no proof or evidence. They underpin the whole 
document and if false or doubtful, undermine the reasoning that flows from them: 

• “Climate change is the overarching issue that this generation and those who follow 
must address.” (p1).  
 

• “Climate change is perhaps the greatest global challenge of our time, with potential 
to influence almost every aspect of our national well being. It is also one of the 
greatest policy challenges facing governments, businesses and communities.” (p1). 
 

•  “Australia faces a broad set of risks from human-induced climate change.” (p3). 
 

• “The weight of scientific evidence tells us that Australians are facing risks of 
damaging climate change.” (p6). 
 

• “Climate change is largely driven by increasing levels of atmospheric greenhouse 
gases.” (p6) 
 

• “The challenge is to track, understand and predict future changes in greenhouse 
gas levels . . “. (p6). 
 

• “There is a great risk that long periods of diminished rainfall and increased 
evaporation will become more frequent as a result of climate change . . .”. (p7). 
 

•  “Many of Australia’s coastal communities are vulnerable to coastal inundation, 
erosion and infrastructure damage from sea level changes and extreme weather 
events associated with climate change.” (p7). 
 

• “The corals of the Great Barrier Reef and the kelp forests off north east Tasmania 
are examples of iconic ecosystems under stress from climate change.” (p7). 
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• “ . .our natural and managed systems are highly vulnerable to increases in the 
frequency and scale of extreme events such as drought, heat waves, bushfires, 
floods, storms and coastal inundation.” (p8). 
 

• “ . . it is clear that integrated assessment modelling must and will play a much 
greater part in the future of climate science than hitherto.” (p12),  
 

• We must “harness the best available science talent to work on national climate 
science priorities.” (p16). 
 

• “The acute and diabolical problem of climate change facing Australia requires a 
national response.” (p19). 
 

Every one of the above statements is either subject to serious challenge or wrong. This 
whole document is riddled with examples of biased arguments, vague wording and 
assumptions presented as facts. 

The whole global warming hysteria (which underlies this entire document) rests on one 
fundamental and unproven assumption which can be summarised as:  
 
“Man-made emissions of greenhouse gases have caused  unusual global warming 
and unless emissions are curbed by government caps and taxes, we will reach a 
tipping point and face runaway global warming which  will cause significant damage 
to our environment.”  

There is no empirical evidence from the past, and no scientific proof of this assertion. The 
ONLY “evidence” is the voluminous and continually changing output of several complex 
but un-validated computerised models of world climate. These models give different 
answers depending on the input assumptions.  

It is irresponsible to base significant and costly government policy decisions on such a 
shaky foundation. 

Current temperatures, recent temperature trends, and the levels of CO2 in our atmosphere 
are not unusual or threatening. Far from facing the threat of damaging man-made global 
warming, there is evidence that the earth is at least equally likely to face natural global 
cooling. The cool or cold eras always pose more threat to human welfare and cause more 
species extinctions than warming. 

Neither alarmists nor sceptics are claiming that man’s emissions will cause global cooling. 
Therefore the only justification for Cap and Tax is to prevent WARMING. And warming will 
always produce more evaporation from the oceans and more precipitation in total. There is 
absolutely no basis (except models) for claiming that emissions of carbon dioxide will 
cause drought or any other climate effect except minor warming. And the best evidence 
suggests that this effect is so trivial that its past warming effect is undetectable. It is well 
established that the direct effect of additional CO2 will be even less. 

The earth has been warming, with pauses, since the depth of the Little Ice Age in the 
1850’s. But the warming has paused for the last decade, which is an “Inconvenient Truth” 
for the warmists. This explains why the term “global warming” has almost disappeared 
from the alarmist vocabulary – it has morphed into “climate change”, so that every drought, 
flood, cyclone, heat wave and snow storm can be headlined into support for their crusade 
to cover the whole world with carbon rationing and carbon taxes. There is no basis for this 
dishonest scare mongering.  
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The whole agenda is about control, taxes, underhand foreign aid, forest protection, de-
industrialisation, real pollution, energy conservation, vested interests and Green agendas, 
but NOT about climate or about harmless carbon dioxide. 

One thing is clear from the history of the earth. The climate changes continually, 
sometimes suddenly. But there are self correcting negative feedback mechanisms at work 
that drag us back out of frigid ice ages and also cut short the life-enhancing warm eras. 
Despite great variations in the composition of the atmosphere during earth history, there is 
no evidence of an irrevocable “tipping-point” so beloved by the alarmists.  

Climate will continue to change no matter what Canberra, London or Washington does to 
Cap and Tax emissions of harmless gases like carbon dioxide. 

“Climate” is generally defined as the average weather over 30 years, so most of the 
“Climate Change” reported in the media is really about fluctuations in the weather. The 
only sensible and rational National Policy is to assume weather will continue to fluctuate 
from year to year and climate trends will come and go. There is not sufficient basis to 
assume what the next climate cycle will bring. Therefore public policy should focus on:  

• collection and analysis of past data,  
• unbiassed research into correlations and causes, and  
• preparation to cope with ANY natural weather disasters or climate changes that 

may occur. 

But until we have an independent assessment of the science and possible magnitude of 
man-made global warming, no public funds wrongly labelled as “research” should be 
wasted on buying, building or running super-computer programs for the purpose of linking 
dubious global climate models with equally dubious models of the Australian or world 
economy. This is a political exercise whose output depends on the assumptions made, 
and the assumptions depend on the political imperatives of the day. 
 

3.   The Importance of Sound Data Collection. 

All climate research must start with a reliable record of past data to observe trends, cycles 
and possible correlations. As this data should cover extended periods of time and large 
areas of the globe, collection of this data on a reliable consistent basis and making it freely 
available to any Australian taxpayer is a valuable service. 

To ensure we are free of bias and manipulation of this data, the activities of government 
bodies in collection, recording and publication of such data should be entrusted to one 
single body, staffed by professionals with no research, regulatory or policy responsibilities. 
It should be freely available to all Australian researchers, public and private (and to 
foreigners for a service fee). The collection and recording procedures should be open to 
audit and scrutiny from anyone at any time. It should not be part of, report to, or be 
produced by highly politicised organisations such as the various Departments of Climate 
Change. 

Once collected, the data should form the foundations of all government climate 
information, analyses, predictions, hypotheses and, if necessary, decisions and actions. 
With a sound database, open scientific debate can flourish and conclusions can be drawn 
on the real issues, if any, facing the community. 
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4.   The Need to Separate Politics and Science. 

On page 2 of the exposure Draft we read: 
 
“This National Framework for Climate Change Science . . . will build on past achievements 
. . .by:  ensuring that the science delivers what decision makers need.” (p2). 

This is perhaps the most ominous Orwellian statement in a document riddled with political 
imperatives posing as scientific facts. 

It is generally agreed that church and state should be separated. It is even more important 
that politics and science are kept separate. That means that no single politician or political 
pressure group should control all government weather or climate research priorities or 
funding. For example, the Queensland Weather Bureau may become the Australian 
government experts in forecasting the path of cyclones, the Victorians may focus on 
seasonal rainfall prediction and the Commonwealth may focus its telescopes on solar 
cycle research. Privately funded bodies or Universities may choose their own priorities. 

 

5.   The Misplaced Faith in Forecasts 

 
 

“All forecasts should be written in pencil.” 

Anon 
 
 
No forecaster anywhere has yet been consistently successful at forecasting the weather, 
the economy or the price of anything, except on a short term basis. All economic forecasts 
of six months ago are now worthless (correction – there probably are forecasts out there 
which have been proved correct once – but no one can foretell which one it will be correct 
next time.) 

For example, just last week, the Queensland Government took full page ads warning 
people of a severe storm predicted to occur the next day, 24 hours away. (Courier Mail 22 Nov 

2008, p14). The storm did not eventuate. If they cannot forecast accurately 24 hours ahead, 
how can they seriously contemplate massive intervention into our economy on the sole 
basis of a doomsday climate forecast for many decades ahead? 

And using a bigger computer to make forecasts does not improve the answers – it just 
allows you to revise your forecast more quickly. 
 
Any sound public policy must aim to be useful no matter what the future holds. 
Investments totally dependent on forecasts of man-made global warming are useless if 
natural global cooling continues or strengthens. Governments should assist the community 
to be prepared for ANY natural disaster, not just selected unlikely scenarios popping out of 
computer programs. 
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6.   Super-Computer Toys & the Mirage of Models. 

Computers are the defining technology of our age, and computer models have replaced 
sheep entrails as the essential tools of the new priesthood of climate seers and Prophets 
of Gloom.  
 
The weather is a restless ever-changing thing, with millions of loosely connected bits. It is 
driven by the sun; regulated by the atmosphere with its ever-varying winds and the oceans 
with their tides and currents; it is affected by the continually changing clouds, by  natural 
and human emissions, by volcanic dust and gases, and by complex interactions between 
all of these. All of these factors affect surface temperatures. And in some local densely 
populated areas, man’s activities have affected local climate (this is caused mainly by 
roads, paving, buildings and actual heat output from human activities and machinery, not 
from CO2 emissions).  

Current models have some success in forecasting weather a few days ahead. But they are 
useless for climate forecasts decades ahead. The reasons for their failures include: 

• Insufficient data, past or current. 
• Insufficient knowledge of positive or negative feedbacks and interactions. 
• No simple relationships that can be reduced to reliable formula to run computer 

programs. 
 

Models are never stand-alone tools. If you want the model to forecast one factor, you must 
input assumptions on all other factors. The assumptions are critical and with so many 
related factors, weather forecasting has resisted all attempts to date of the modellers. The 
models can be tweaked to forecast the past, but none have yet been successful at 
forecasting the future. 
 
And if the model is a bit out within a couple of days, months or years, it will be wildly out on 
the decades or longer time scales that are used in Garnaut’s forecasts of diabolical doom. 
 
There is no point buying super-computers for ever more complicated scenario forecasts 
when there is no clear evidence of fundamental relationships, and far too many 
assumptions dependent upon political or vested interest imperatives.  
 
The current models have never had consistent success at predicting economic activity, 
terms of trade, weather or climate, so to link climate models to economic models is like the 
blind leading the blind – it merely magnifies the possible range for uncertainty and error. 
And the further ahead the projection goes, the greater the potential error. These models 
should not govern major policy decisions until they can demonstrate consistent accuracy. 
 
Having failed to model the economy, the weather or the climate for this corner of the world, 
they now want buckets of money to build “Integrated Assessment Models” to forecast “the 
climate, the economy and other aspects of social dynamics at the regional scale”. This 
black box magic will then be used to integrate with world models that “not only resolve 
climate, but are coupled dynamically to economic and social systems.”  
 
Who are they kidding? This investment should be labelled “Highly Speculative” and left to 
the gambling community, not to conscripted taxpayers. 
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7.   The Curse of Meetings and Bureaucracy. 

One look at the Conceptual Model for the National Climate Change Science Program tells 
anyone with some knowledge of bureaucracies what most “researchers” will be doing: they 
will be attending, organising, speaking to, reporting on or travelling to an endless round of 
internal, inter-departmental, local, state, federal and world conferences and meetings. 
There are Departments and Bureaux, Consortia and Centres of Excellence, Institutes and 
Committees, Universities and Research Organisations, Agencies and Stakeholders, State 
Federal and Local bodies all dependent on a continuing “Climate Change Crisis” and all 
paid for by suffering tax payers. 
 
We already have far too many government funded bodies messing in the field of climate 
change. Let’s simplify their lives and reduce their heavy carbon footprints by a policy 
which: 

• Has one federal body charged with collection of all weather data. 
• Has a separate federal body with independent state branches charged with weather 

forecasting. 
• Leaves long-term climate research to Universities and private bodies. 
• Abolishes all state and federal departments of Climate Change 
• Leaves government economic modelling to Treasury and private bodies. 
• Spends money on disaster relief training and equipment for the State Emergency 

services - we are sure to need them for something. 

• Abolishes all other groups of local, state or federal funded climate busybodies. 
 

8.   Big Buildings do not Discover Anything. 
 

 

“We had no money for big buildings or complex equipment, so we 
were forced to think”. 

 
Lord Rutherford, nuclear physics research pioneer. 

 
 

9.   International Empire Building. 
 

Australia has the dubious distinction of being one of the creators of the increasingly 
discredited IPCC and Australian officials contribute mightily to the scare mongering and 
baseless forecasts that emanate regularly from that body. The less we are involved, and 
the less we contribute to highly politicised “scientific” bodies spawned by the United 
Nations, the less we will tarnish our long-term reputations for honesty and scientific 
excellence. 
 
Australia should withdraw from the IPCC and decline to participate in future meetings of 
this politicised body. 
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10.   Competition is a Discovery Tool. 

The house of knowledge has many rooms, with hidden doors, secret compartments, 
winding dark corridors and an occasional trap-door over a stinking sewer.  
 
Most people cannot conceive that there may be another whole room of knowledge just 
outside the room they are diligently exploring. The door to this knowledge is hidden, so 
most researchers are busy measuring, testing and describing the known room. 
 
Only one maverick thinks there is more knowledge somewhere and he searches for a door 
in many unlikely places. Suddenly the secret lock is discovered, and a door opens on 
another whole room of knowledge, which the established researchers now diligently 
explore, measure and describe. 
 
Democratic governments cannot afford to be seen doing what public opinion thinks is 
stupid. So research priorities tend to focus on understandable goals such as “measure that 
wall”. Dreamers talking about a whole new room of arcane knowledge are dismissed and 
get no grant funds, because most such endeavours will be unsuccessful. Continual “waste 
on hair brained schemes” will raise questions in parliament and criticism in the media. This 
is why nationalised research plans will always pursue goals which are currently popular 
(right now any proposal which includes “alternative energy” or “climate change” in its aim 
will get funds). 
 
No one knows where the breakthrough will occur, but left alone, some diligent free-thinker 
(who does not know enough to know his idea is “stupid”) will make a major discovery. 
 
With many people having the time and savings to pursue their dreams, someone will make 
a dramatic discovery in an unexpected place that benefits us all.  
 
Excessive taxation will consume their savings, their independence and their freedom to 
explore.  
 
Freedom and competition are the prime discovery tools. These are always smothered by 
taxes and centralised national research priorities. 
 

11.  “Be Prepared for Anything” is the only Sensibl e Policy. 

There is no basis for any claim that man can forecast long term climate changes, or that 
he can change the trends of long term climate by Taxes and Caps on selected harmless 
and minor atmospheric gases.  

We all know that the weather is variable. The geological record shows clearly that Climate 
Change occurs all the time, and damaging natural climate changes can occur with little 
warning and great rapidity. Therefore we need to be prepared for anything. That means we 
should encourage industry, savings and investment because these will create the tools 
which we can use to cope with any weather or other natural disaster emergency – good 
roads, high speed trains, fodder reserves, transport facilities, earth moving equipment, 
dams and water pipelines, fire fighting capacity, tsunami warning systems, earthquake 
monitoring, rescue helicopters, power generation capacity and energy security. The more 
community resources we waste on junkets, misdirected “research”, alternative energy 
toys, and World Heritage Indulgencies the less we will have for coping with the real 
emergencies which we will surely have to face one day.  
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This is NOT to say we should ignore real pollution of our environment, NOR should we 
waste energy or other natural resources – these are admirable goals unrelated to climate 
change or carbon dioxide. 

 
 

Conclusions and Recommendations. 
 
The Carbon Sense Coalition recommends that the Exposure Draft entitled “Australian 
Climate Change Science – A National Framework” be rejected and withdrawn and 
replaced with the following:  

• A detailed expenditure account of all current government spending on all activities 
related to Climate Change by all levels of government. We cannot decide if more 
spending is justified unless we know how much we are already spending on this 
green elephant. 
 

• A new prospectus detailing all budget requests by all levels of government for this 
activity including full costings, justifications, a cost-benefit analysis, impact 
assessment and independent expert opinions done to the standard required for any 
promoter seeking large amounts of money from the public for speculative purposes. 
 

• A requirement that all departments with “Climate Change” in their name or charter 
be subject to a two year sunset clause. If there has been no unusual global 
warming in another two years, they should be abolished. 
 

This Submission is authorised by: 

Viv Forbes BSc App, FAIMM, FSIA 
Chairman          
The Carbon Sense Coalition       
MS 23, Rosewood,  Qld 4340      
 
28 November 2008 
 
Phone 07 5464 0533 
www.carbon-sense.com 
info@carbon-sense.com 
 
 
 
This submission was prepared by individual members of the Carbon Sense Coalition on their own 
initiative with no inducements or policy directions  from any other groups. Many Coalition members 
are tax payers and declare a vested interest in ens uring that they get some value for taxes spent.  
 
 
 

Appendix: 
 
For a comment on the likely cost of the UK Climate Change Bill this article on the BBC website is of concern: 
 
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/7746126.stm   
 


